Receding horizon control is a feedback control approach that optimizes control performance over a finite horizon, and its performance index has moving initial and terminal times. Controlling the flow of fluids is a challenging problem that arises in many fields including aeronautical, biological and chemical engineering. The objective of this study is to provide a novel framework for designing a receding horizon controller for high-dimensional Burgers' equations used to describe fundamental flow phenomena. The advantage of our proposed method is that it can be applied to a wide class of optimization problems of high-dimensional Burgers' equations. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by numerical simulation.
Introduction
Controlling fluid dynamics is a challenging problem that arises in the field of aerospace engineering. It is well known that fluid flow is governed by Navier-Stokes equations. Burgers' equations are also known as the simplest partial differential equations (PDEs) that can be used to describe various flow phenomena. We can obtain Burgers' equations by eliminating the pressure term in Navier-Stokes equations. Burgers' equations consist of the advective and diffusive terms, which can be used to represent fundamental properties of flow phenomena. Therefore, using Burgers' equations can be regarded as a natural first step towards developing a method for controlling flows.
The boundary feedback control problem for a class of systems described by Burgers' equations was investigated in Refs. 1)-7). A boundary control law that uses linearization and achieves local stabilization of Burgers' equations was proposed in Ref. 1) . However, this control law requires the initial solution to be sufficiently small. By removing this restriction on the size of the initial solution, the global existence and uniqueness of a solution of a Burgers' equation were shown in Ref. 2) . The control methods proposed in Ref. 2 ) are based on a local Lyapunov function, hence the initial states of a system should be given within a local attractor. To overcome this local-stability restriction, the global exponential stability of Burgers' equations in the L 2 and H 1 norms was investigated in Refs. 3) and 4), respectively. Furthermore, a backstepping boundary control law applying actuator dynamics was proposed for Burgers' equations in Ref. 5 ). For practical applications in which the viscosity is unknown, an adaptive control of Burgers' equations was proposed in Ref. 6 ). Moreover, the adjointbased optimal control method 7) was proposed for Burgers' equations using the high-order spectral difference method.
Although the aforementioned studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have achieved tremendous progress in controlling the one-dimensional Burgers' equation, the control problem of higher dimensional Burgers' equations still remains unsolved. Furthermore, because the control design methods presented in Refs. 1)-7) utilize a variable transformation, which reduces the Burgers' equation into a simple diffusion equation, it is difficult to extend them to higher-dimensional systems. In general, it is difficult to find such transformations for high-dimensional systems.
Receding horizon control is a feedback control scheme, in which its performance index has moving initial and terminal times. An efficient algorithm, called C/GMRES, 8) was proposed for solving receding horizon control problems for non-linear systems described by ordinary differential equations. However, suitable reformulation and modification are necessary to apply the C/GMRES method to systems described by PDEs. Recently, we proposed a methodology for designing receding horizon controllers for a particular class of one-dimensional non-linear PDEs. 9, 10) It was shown in Ref. 9 ) that the C/GMRES algorithm can be applied to solve the obtained optimality conditions for non-linear PDEs. Motivated by the fact that the obtained stationary Ó 2013 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences conditions for the optimization problem of nonlinear PDEs have a particular structure with respect to unknown parameters, we developed an efficient algorithm called the contraction mapping method, 10) instead of using the C/GMRES algorithm for numerically solving the stationary conditions. However, the methods proposed in Refs. 9) and 10) cannot be applied to high-dimensional PDEs. Hence, the objective of this study is to propose a method for designing receding horizon controllers for high-dimensional Burgers' equations with constrained states and inputs. An advantage of receding horizon control is that we can address both the state variable and control input constraints. The method proposed here is advantageous for its applicability to a wide class of optimization problem, for high-dimensional Burgers' equations. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce some notations and the system model. In section 3, we consider the receding horizon control problem for Burgers' equations subject to constraints. Moreover, using the variational principle, we derive the stationary conditions, which must be satisfied for optimizing the performance index. In section 4, we provide a brief description of the algorithms used to numerically solve the stationary conditions. In section 5, we provide an illustrative example that verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, we provide concluding remarks in section 6.
Notations and System Model
The transpose of matrix A is denoted by A 0 . Let diagfÁ Á Ág denote a diagonal matrix. Furthermore, let z ¼ ½z 1 ; Á Á Á ; z n 0 and x ¼ ½x 1 ; Á Á Á ; x n 0 denote the state and spatial vectors, respectively. Let t denote the temporal variable. Without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to the range 0 x i h for all i ¼ 1; Á Á Á ; n, where h is a positive constant. Let and @ i be sets defined by
respectively. Let zðx; tÞ : Â R þ ! R n be a continuous vector-valued function with respect to x and t. Then, for i ¼ 1; Á Á Á ; n and j ¼ 1; 2 we introduce the following notations. 
Next, we consider the Burgers' equation, which can be represented in a general dimensional form as
with boundary control inputs @zðx; tÞ
and initial condition zðx; 0Þ ¼ z 0 ðxÞ, where
nÂn is a space-dependent coefficient that is introduced to account for restrictions on the allocation of control actuators. For notational simplicity, we rewrite Eq. (1) as
where i ¼ 1; Á Á Á ; n and j ¼ 1; 2. Furthermore, we impose on Eq. (3) the following general equality constraint
where C is an m-dimensional vector-valued function. Inequality constraints can be converted into equality constraints by introducing a slack variable.
11)

Receding Horizon Control
In this section, we consider the receding horizon control problem for the class of system represented by Eq. (3). Using the variational principle, we analytically derive the stationary conditions that must be satisfied for a performance index to be optimized. In this derivation, we employ the integration via the parts methodology.
At each time t, we compute the control input that minimizes performance index
where T 2 R þ is the evaluation interval of the performance index, 0 2 R þ is the terminal cost function, and L 2 R þ is the cost function over the prediction horizon. In general, horizon T may vary with time; i.e., T ¼ TðtÞ. The optimization problem of Eq. (5) subject to Eqs. (3) and (4) can be reduced to the minimization of the following performance index introduced using the costate ðx; tÞ : Â R þ ! R n and the Lagrange multiplier ðx; tÞ : Â R þ ! R n associated with the Burgers' equation, Eq. (3), and the equality constraint, Eq. (4), respectively.
Therein, H 2 R denotes the Hamiltonian defined by
, u, and denote the variations (infinitesimal changes) in J, z, z ( , z x j i , u, and , respectively. Then, the following integration via the parts formula holds true.
In Eq. (8), we set zðx; tÞ ¼ 0 because zðx; (Þ is fixed at ( ¼ t as the present state. Using Eq. (8), z ( can be converted into z. Furthermore, the following integrations by parts can be used to compute
From the boundary condition, Eq. (2), it follows that
By substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) for x 2 @ i , we obtain
Next, we apply Eqs. (8), (9) and (12) and compute J J as follows.
On the basis of the variational principle, we obtain the necessary conditions for a stationary value of J J over the horizon (t ( t þ T) as follows. For x 2 , we have
and for x 2 @ i and i ¼ 1; Á Á Á ; n, we have
To minimize or maximize performance index of Eq. (6), conditions in Eqs. (14a)-(14f), termed stationary conditions, must be satisfied. A well-known difficulty in solving non-linear optimal control problems is that the obtained stationary conditions cannot be solved analytically in general. Therefore, several algorithms have been developed for numerically solving stationary conditions.
Numerical Solution
Although we have analytically derived the exact stationary conditions in section 3, we need a numerical algorithm for solving the stationary conditions. In the following, we initial solution Uðx; (Þ, where ( 2 ½t; t þ T, then the present state is zðx; tÞ. First, we compute zðx; (Þ for ( 2 ½t; t þ T by numerically solving Eq. (14a) from ( ¼ t to ( ¼ t þ T, while satisfying the boundary condition of Eq. (2). Then, using the value of the terminal state zðx; t þ TÞ, we can apply Eq. (14b) and obtain the terminal costate ðx; t þ TÞ. Consequently, ðx; (Þ for ( 2 ½t; t þ T can be computed by numerically solving Eq. (14c) from ( ¼ t þ T to ( ¼ t, while satisfying the boundary condition of Eq. (14e). Figure 1 illustrates that the procedure for solving the time-evolutionary equation of zðx; tÞ is forward, while that for solving the time-evolutionary equation of ðx; (Þ is backward. Figure 2 illustrates the flow chart for solving the stationary conditions. For given U and zðx; tÞ, zðx; (Þ and ðx; (Þ for ( 2 ½t; t þ T can be determined so as to satisfy Eqs. (14a)-(14c) and (14e). However, the remaining conditions in Eqs. (14d) and (14f) are not necessarily satisfied for given U and zðx; tÞ. Therefore, U must be updated so as to satisfy Eqs. (14d) and (14f). The method of updating U is discussed later.
To solve the stationary conditions in Eq. (14) using a numerical algorithm, we must first discretize them into finite difference equations. Let x 2 be divided into n x grid points, and letx x :¼x x 1 ; Á Á Á ;x x n x Â Ã 0 2 R n x denote the discretized spatial vector. All discretized variables of each x 1 ; Á Á Á ; x n are unified intox x. Likewise, let time ( 2 ½t; t þ T over the prediction horizon be divided into n t steps, and let :¼( ( 1 ; Á Á Á ;( ( n t Â Ã 0 2 R n t denote the discretized temporal vector. Note that( ( 1 is equal to the current time t. Let the set @x x i;1 ; Á Á Á ; @x x i; n x È É be given bŷ x x 1 ; Á Á Á ;x x n x È É \ @ i . Let @x x i 2 R n u be defined by @x x i :¼ @x x i;1 ; Á Á Á ; @x x i;n x Â Ã 0 . Letû uð@x x; Þ :¼û u 1 ð@x x 1 ; Þ; Á Á Á ; 1 u u n ð@x x n ; Þ 0 denote the discretized control input. Let z zðx x; Þ, ðx x; Þ and ðx x; Þ denote the discretized state, costate and Lagrange multiplier, respectively. Note that zðx; (Þ andẑ zðx x; Þ are n and ðn Á n x Á n t Þ dimensional vector-valued functions, respectively. For notational simplicity, letẑ zðx x;( ( k Þ be denoted byẑ z k for k ¼ 1; Á Á Á ; n t . Note thatẑ z 1 2 R nÁn x is equal to the current known stateẑ zðx x; tÞ. For other variables, we adopt a similar notation. The finite difference approximation results in the following discretized stationary conditions over the horizon k ¼ 1; Á Á Á ; n t .
Here,Â A,È È,D D 2 R nÁn x ,Ĉ C 2 R n c andÊ E 2 R n e denote appropriately given vector-valued functions, where n c and n e denote proper integers. The time-evolutionary equations of z and are discretized into a forward difference equation, Eq. (15a) and a backward difference equation, Eq. (15c), respectively. Note that the boundary condition of Eq. (2) is also discretized and applied in Eq. (15a). Moreover, the equations obtained by discretizing Eqs. (14c) and (14e) are unified into Eq. (15c). The remaining stationary conditions of Eqs. (14d) and (14e) are also discretized and are represented in general forms in Eqs. (15d) and (15e), respectively.
For each t, unknown parametersû u k and k for k ¼ 1; Á Á Á ; n t are determined so as to satisfy the stationary conditions. Then, only the first inputû u 1 is employed in the controlled object at real time t. The predictive horizon recedes as real time t is increased by the sampling period Át. To achieve real-time optimization, we must repeatedly solve the stationary conditions of Eq. (15) within the sampling period Át.
For the present time t, let unknown parametersû u k and k for k ¼ 1; Á Á Á ; n t be combined into the vector defined bŷ U UðtÞ :¼û u Given the present stateẑ z 1 ðtÞ and an initial solutionÛ UðtÞ, z z k ðtÞ is calculated iteratively from k ¼ 1 to k ¼ n t using Eq. (15a). Then, the terminal costate n t ðtÞ is determined by Eq. (15b). Next, we use Eq. (15c) to iteratively calculatê k ðtÞ from k ¼ n t to k ¼ 1. Sinceẑ z k ðtÞ and k ðtÞ are determined byẑ z 1 ðtÞ andÛ UðtÞ through Eqs. (15a)-(15c) , 
where n f :¼ ðn c þ c e Þn t . For a givenẑ z 1 ðtÞ andÛ UðtÞ,ẑ z k ðtÞ and k ðtÞ are uniquely determined by Eqs. (15a)-(15c) . Hence, z z k ðtÞ and k ðtÞ depend onẑ z 1 ðtÞ andÛ UðtÞ, and consequently, it is reasonable to considerÛ UðtÞ,ẑ z 1 ðtÞ, t as the argument of F.
F is not necessarily equal to zero for any givenẑ z 1 ðtÞ and U UðtÞ. We use the norm kFk to evaluate the performance of optimality. The optimal control input is obtained by finding values forÛ UðtÞ that satisfy kFk ¼ 0. Several algorithms have been developed that decrease the value of kFk by suitably updatingÛ UðtÞ.
C/GMRES method
A conventional method of updatingÛ UðtÞ is to replaceÛ UðtÞ withÛ UðtÞ þ s, where s is the steepest descent direction, and is the step length that satisfies the Armijo condition.
12) The steepest descent method approximates the direction as the gradient, while the Newton's method uses the Hessian. However, these methods are computationally expensive, and it was shown that the C/GMRES algorithm 8) is not only faster but also more numerically robust than such conventional algorithms. In the following, a brief description of the C/GMRES method applied to this problem is provided.
Instead of solving Eq. (16) itself at each time using an iterative method such as the steepest descent method or Newton's method, we find the derivative ofÛ UðtÞ with respect to time such that Eq. (16) is satisfied identically. Namely, we determine _ U Û U UðtÞ such that _ F FÛ UðtÞ;ẑ z 1 ðtÞ; t À Á ¼ À$FÛ UðtÞ;ẑ z 1 ðtÞ; t À Á ð17Þ
is satisfied, where $ is a positive constant introduced to stabilize F ¼ 0. By total differentiation, we have
which can be regarded as a linear algebraic equation with coefficient matrix ð@F=@Û UÞ, and can be used to determine _ U Û U UðtÞ for givenÛ UðtÞ,ẑ z 1 ðtÞ, _ z ẑ z z 1 ðtÞ and t. Then, if the Jacobian ð@F=@Û UÞ is non-singular, we obtain forÛ UðtÞ the following differential equation.
Instead of the iterative methods, the solutionÛ UðtÞ of Eq. (16) can be updated by integrating Eq. (19) by a time marching method such asÛ Uðt þ ÁtÞ ¼Û UðtÞ þ _ U Û U UðtÞÁt. Since the solution curveÛ UðtÞ is traced by integrating a differential equation, this approach can be considered as a type of continuation method. From a computational viewpoint, the differential equation Eq. (19) involves expensive operations; i.e, the Jacobians ð@F=@Û UÞ, ð@F=@ẑ z 1 Þ and ð@F=@tÞ and the linear algebraic equation associated with ð@F=@Û UÞ À1 . To reduce computational cost, we employ two techniques: (i) the forward difference approximation is used for products of Jacobians and vectors to obtain a linear equation forÛ UðtÞ, and (ii) the C/GMRES method is applied to solve the linear algebraic equation and update the solution. More detailed information about the implementation of C/GMRES is provided in Ref. 8).
Contraction mapping method
Recently, we have developed a more efficient algorithm than C/GMRES, called the contraction mapping method. 10) Notably, our algorithm solves FÛ UðtÞ;ẑ z 1 ðtÞ; t À Á ¼ 0 under the assumption that FÛ UðtÞ;ẑ z 1 ðtÞ; t À Á satisfies a particular structural condition with respect toÛ UðtÞ. Compared with C/GMRES, 8) the contraction mapping method 10) has limited applicability, but requires less computational burden. In the following, we provide a brief description of the contraction mapping method.
Assume that F is given by FÛ UðtÞ;ẑ z 1 ðtÞ; t À Á ¼ QÛ UðtÞ À RÛ UðtÞ;ẑ z 1 ðtÞ; t À Á ð20Þ
where Q 2 R n f Ân f is a non-singular constant matrix, and R 2 R n f is a vector-valued function. In the following, we consider the problem of solving Eq. (20) instead of Eq. (16).
Let P 2 R n f be defined by
Here, we adopt the following notations.
P PÛ U;ẑ z 1 ; t À Á ¼ P PÛ UðtÞ;ẑ z 1 ðtÞ; t À Á ;ẑ z 1 ðtÞ; t À Á ;
Suppose thatÛ UðtÞ is updated aŝ
where t ¼ Át; 2Át; Á Á Á ; jÁt for j 2 N þ and k 2 N þ is a design parameter. In Ref. 10), we showed under some assumptions that kFk is ultimately bounded and is monotonically decreasing whenever kFk > ". We also showed that the upper bound " of kFk converges to zero as k increases to infinity. Hence, in the contraction mapping method, by selecting design parameter k, we can achieve a satisfactory trade-off between computational burden and error performance. More detailed information about the contraction mapping method is provided in Ref. 10).
Illustrative Example
In this section, we provide an illustrative example to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Let n ¼ 2 and h ¼ 1. Thus, we consider the fluid flow described by the Burgers' equation for the two-dimensional square domain x 2 :¼ ½0 1 Â ½0 1: In this example, we consider the control problem of fluid dynamics to achieve the desired flow using boundary control inputs. For this purpose, let 0 and L in the performance index of Eq. (5) be set as 
where z f denotes the desired final state. Here, we set the initial state z 0 and the desired state z f as
In this case, we obtain the following stationary conditions that must be satisfied for the above performance index to be minimized. For x 2 , we have
and for i ¼ 1; 2 and x i 2 @ i , we have
Here, the Crank-Nicolson finite-difference approximation method 13) can be applied to discretize the above stationary conditions. Furthermore, note that the optimality condition of Eq. (23e) can be reduced into the same form as Eq. (20). Hence, we can solve the optimization problem by applying the contraction mapping method. 10) We choose GðxÞ so that the control inputs are employed at the points ðx 1 ; x 2 Þ ¼ ð0; 0Þ, (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1) . Owing to the initialization of the optimal solutionÛ Uð0Þ, the length of the horizon is selected such that Tð0Þ ¼ 0 
Conclusions
In this study, first we formulated a framework for designing receding horizon controllers for high-dimensional Burgers' equations subject to constraints. Using the variational principle, we derived the stationary conditions that must be satisfied to optimize the control performance over a finite horizon. Next, we reduced these stationary conditions to finite difference equations that can be solved by a numerical algorithm. Then, we showed that the C/GMRES 8) and contraction mapping methods 10) can be applied to solve the stationary conditions obtained for the optimization problem of the high-dimensional Burgers' equation. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method was verified by numerical simulation. 
